Motorking ignition coil

Hi, I am the tech manager at Autolite spark plugs. Here is how your system works. If you want
specific troubleshooting instructions, contact me at jay. After the first sync pulse is recognized,
the REF signal is high for degrees then low for degrees. Before the first sync pulse is
recognized, the REF will toggle on every crankshaft position sensor pulse. This feature is
referred to as Quick Start. The signal switches low for to micro-seconds at each of the six, sixty
degree CKP pulses. The tach signal goes high twice per revolution. The signal shall be identical
to REF after sync-up. Minimum low time shall be equivalent to 60 degrees of crankshaft rotation.
The peak positive voltage depends on engine rpm, and ranges from millivolts to volts. The CKP
signal defines engine position. A seventh pulse referred to as the sync pulse, occurs at 70
degrees ATDC of cylinder 1. The peak negative voltage depends on engine rpm and ranges from
millivolts to volts. The CKP has no output due to no engine rotation. The REF line is high. The
6X line is high. The TACH signal is low. The IC signal is held low by the EI module. No spark
occur at the spark plug until engine crank begins. Spark firing events begin at TDC of the first
cylinder following a recognized sync pulse. The TACH signal begins switching with the first
spark firing event. Within milliseconds after the last CKP pulse, any charged coils are fired. No
more firing events will occur until engine rotation resumes. The REF signal and the 6X signal
stop switching and remain high. The TACH signal stops switching and remains low. The IC
signal stops switching and remains low. The falling edge of the IC signal defines the desired
timing for the ignition event. The laminated coils have an additional, redundant ground which is
provided through the bolt heads to the transaxle bell housing. The plate on the bottom of the
module is used primarily for a heat sink and has no effect on module operation. Thanks
motorking! If so maybe you can give us some information. What does it do and not do? Does
the weather make a difference?? Buy with confidence, you are buying from a Marine Dealer that
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Joined May 25, Messages 6 Points 0. I have a infiniti I30 that I just bought. I had to replace the
ignition coils and spark plugs. I just recently discovered that supposedly, the ECM on this car
does like or recognize the signal of after market coils and that authentic genuine factory
replacements are highly recommended. P code keeps coming up and from what I have read will
continue to do so until I get original factory replacements. Now here is the thing, the original
coils on these cars have been known to go bad when this car was originally built. So knowing
these coils go bad to begin with, they expect me to replace them with the same ones?? And
secondly, at the ridiculous cost of OEM parts, I can't afford them!!! So is there anything else i
can possibly do to get the ECM to recognize the signals of after market coils aside from
replacing the entire computer system and wiring and sensors themselves??? Mobile Dan
wrench. Joined Mar 12, Messages 7, Points Often, after-market parts are available that are better
or worse than OEM. The better ones come from quality vendors that have tried to eliminate
problems that became known after the OEM part was designed and the OEM became committed
to it. Danica's comment about a resistor is interesting; one parts listing I saw said an external
resistor is required with the rear coils only. No clue as to what or where that resistor is. To Billr:
the ignition coils I used are stamped Motorking I do not have the money to continuously buy
and experiment with ignition coils Any specific brand recommendations that will work??? TO
Danica: can you please provide more information about adding this resistor Thank you!!!!
Joined Nov 14, Messages 4, Points 48 Age This is a COP system correct- seperate coilstherefore 6 seperate cks. That is a way, way lower price than I am seeing from a reputable
non-OEM vendor. I would be suspicious of the quality of those. Maybe try out the "unlimited
warranty", send them back for replacements? People who have used Motorking ignition coils on
their vehicles have been very pleased with them, unfortunately, the exception is with the
Infiniti's and Maxima's Apparently these ignition coils work well with all types of other vehicles
and people have had no issues with them but they do not work well with my vehicle. So before I
do anything else I will try getting a different set of coils that are OEM compatible and see if that
solves the issue. I will search online and see what is available as I cannot afford factory OEM or
auto part store prices!!! Any recommendations would be greatly helpful!!!! I MUST add that a
code especially this one does NOT mandate a replacement of a component, coils the code
identifies an issue with circuitry From the research I have done the factory specs are supposed
to be. The Motorking coils, from what I have read, are at. I will have the coils and wiring harness
s tested to double check readings and for issues Everyone who has had the P code on the
Infiniti I30's and Maximas have never gotten this code to go away without replacing the coils
with OEM comparable coils. Speaking of codes The car has , miles on it. I simply do not have
time or money to be running around and going to mechanics and paying ridiculous prices to
find out what exactly needs to be replaced. When I first bought the car I had to put on a new set
of tires and a battery in it which cost me over dollars right there, one set of ignition coils and
possibly a second set and spark plugs which comes to another dollars, and I now also need to
have my rear brake pads and calipers replaced and rotors turned as there is an issue with the
passenger rear brake caliper and that is gonna cost roughly another dollars. And I have had the
car for only 3 months!!!! I would have a serious talk with the technician who inspected the
vehicle for me before the purchase. Overlooking the new P is bad enough but overlooking tires,
brakes and battery seams as if the vehicle was not checked at all. The -shotgunning- apporach
is often used, cost effective IDK? Avoid medical dental and legal services they are even worse.
So you are correct on me needing to have the coils and wiring harnesses checked as well as
other components as stated above. And when i bought the car it was not checked over at all I
can have these ones reupholstered but i dont like them Maybe see google if there is an infinity
fan type forum You must log in or register to reply here. The primary receives 12 volts from the
motorcycle and allows voltage to build; transferring voltage to the secondary winding where
voltage is increased to thousands of volts and released through the spark plug wires to the
spark plug. Dual fire coils send sparks to both cylinders all the time and regardless of which
cylinder is on the compression stroke. Single fire coils designate spark to only the cylinder that
is on the compression stroke. Spark is delivered to one cylinder at a time. Harley Davidson

Ignition Coils are known to fail. The longevity you get from your coil may depend on usage,
demand on the coil, or environmental conditions. If it is determined that your motorcycle has no
spark; do not just assume that the problem is your coil. There may be an underlying issue, such
as:. There are a number of reasons you may not have a spark from your ignition. Before
condemning a coil, you should refer to the electrical manual for your year, make, and model
motorcycle. The specified ohms resistance for the primary of a carbureted Softail will not be the
same as the primary of a Ultra. Therefore, it is important to use the correct electrical manual for
your ride. When testing your Harley Davidson ignition coil you will be testing ohms resistance.
You will find that the primary resistance will be a low number; 0. The secondary resistance will
be in the thousands of ohms. Understanding what your coil does and how it works is important
for diagnosing electrical issues on your motorcycle. The ignition coil is a vital part of your
Harley Davidson electrical system. Bob and Mark teach you how to properly service important
parts on your bike, including draining and replenishing the fluids, adjusting the clutch and the
primary chain, inspecting the clutch cable and servicing the kickstand. They pinpoint a few
problems to look for when servicing each of the parts, and give you some tips on how to deal
with any of these possible problems. They also stress the importance of paying particular
attention when removing and re-installing parts. Bob bleeds for us. Well, he bleeds the front
brakes on this custom caliper set up. He notes the two bleeder set up and that we should
remove old fluid before replacing with new. They go pro with the use of a Brake Bleeder that
pushesâ€¦. Bob demonstrates the best way to do this using a MityVac and a gasoline can. Once
you follow his instructions and drain the fuel tank filter, cleaning any dirty parts and tightening
any loose bolts, you can refill the tank with fuel and your bike should be good to go. Bob
LaRosa gives us a great overview on some of the basic tools we need to service our
Harley-Davidson from oil-change to custom part install. Bob shows us that tools are only part
ofâ€¦. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN. Search for:. Become A
Member. Duration: Become A Member. Premium Sign up for premium membership and get
access to our best Harley repair videos and step-by-step instructional projects. Learn new
techniques and tips from friendly experts. Gold Upgrade to GOLD membership and get
unlimited access to our entire library of premium Harley repair videos, receive discounts on
DVDs, video downloads, and classes in the shop. Description In this video Bob takes a look at
the Harley Davidson ignition coil. Anatomy of the Harley Ignition Coil The coil consists of two
windings of wire, the primary and the secondary. Types of Coils There are two types of coils
used on most Harley-Davidsons. Dual fire and single fire. There may be an underlying issue,
such as: â€” You may have a dead short effecting voltage delivery to your coil â€” You may
have a bad sensor, ECM or TSSM There are a number of reasons you may not have a spark from
your ignition. Final Thoughts Understanding what your coil does and how it works is important
for diagnosing electrical issues on your motorcycle. Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter. Skip
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of the newer model Toyota petrol engines use individual coils for their ignition systems. These
are a very compact coil which is designed to fit directly onto the end of the spark plug and be
secured via a single bolt to the cam cover of the engine. With a single coil for each cylinder the
use of distributor caps, rotor buttons and ignition leads are all negated. Both of these are longer
types, which are useful when some extra reach is needed. Similar in length to the GXE10 coils
pictured above. At a later date there was a transition to coils made to use coils produced by
Bosch. Buying from a Bosch parts reseller with the BIC part number is the most cost effective
way to source new genuine coils. Each of the 4-wire Toyota coils feature an inbuilt ignitor. The
pin connection for most Toyota coils is shown as below. Individuals will need to check the
connection of their coils before connection, we can however confirm that what is shown below

is correct for both NZ and ZZ series of coils. These can paired with another coil for a waste
spark connection, for example using two ECU ignition outputs to run four coilpacks. See the
next section for more on this subject. The most common and suggested method of connection
during a conversion on a four cylinder is to remove the power feed from the original single
ignition coil and use it to power all four of the new coilpacks. All coilpacks need cooling to
reliably function and if fitted under a non vented cover then it will drastically shorten their life.
Although one option is to use the plastic cover from a 20V 4age blacktop and carefully modify it
to have individual cut outs to fit over the same NZ coils. This blacktop cover can then be used
on both the Silver and blacktop engines. An example of a 20V with a modified blacktop top
cover and NZ coils is below. Credit: Original photo owner unknown, if this is your photo then
please contact us. This can be done with the edge of a belt sander or even with the careful use
of a file. Below shows an original coil on the left and post modification to the right. Both of
these coil types function as well as each other and the difference is mostly physical. Pictured
below is a NZ series coil on the left and a 1ZZ coil to the right. Although there is no performance
difference to either the NZ coils are generally considered to provide a neater look due to the
plugs and leads being flat to the cover. There has been quite a lot of discussion on running
coils off the original 20V ECU. In theory this is not possible as one of the coils will always fire
during the induction cycle. This method is problematic though as discussed below. We have
had quite a few technical requests to us here at SQ Engineering about this subject so we shall
address our view of it. Some of these requests have been individuals who have this set up and
are requesting advice in help to get it running as they had not been able to. One of these even
had a professionally made harness sourced from a company who offers a custom loom for this
exact conversion. So it seems that this method is a bit of a hit and miss affair so to speak. Even
those who do manage to get this set up running run the high risk of regularly burning out the
coils as t
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hey are being used 4x more often than their intended design. Therefore our unbiased opinion is
against this method. As shown in the previous pictures all of the Toyota coilpacks are secured
via the use of a single mounting tab. To adapt this to other engines it can through various forms
such as an adapter plate, bosses welded to the cam cover or even the friction of the coils in the
tube. Shown below is our adapter plate to suit the 4age 20V engines. We where the first in the
world to offer such a part and happy to say that all these years later that they are still going
strong. Coilpack basics Near if not all of the newer model Toyota petrol engines use individual
coils for their ignition systems. Toyota coilpack types Below are five of many different types of
coils in use. Electrical connection Each of the 4-wire Toyota coils feature an inbuilt ignitor.
Mounting As shown in the previous pictures all of the Toyota coilpacks are secured via the use
of a single mounting tab. Share This.

